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Disclaimer
We assume no responsibility for the use and/or misuse of this
information.

The user of this information does so at their own risk.
We make no guarantee to your foundation being accepted by
following this guide.
We assume no responsibility for any errors, omissions, or
contradictory statements/interpretations within this material.
In no event shall we, or any suppliers of this information, be
held liable for damages of any kind, including but not limited
to,
incidental, direct, indirect, compensatory, punitive, or
consequential damages, loss of data, loss of income, loss of
profit, or loss/damage of property.
This guide is produced to assist in creating a foundation for
Bitcoin Black. We make no guarantee your foundation will be
accepted or that your foundation will be eligable for any funds.
That is determined by a group that is out of the control of this
guide and it's creators.
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Introduction
Welcome to the guide to starting a foundation for Bitcoin Black. I would like
to break this down and hopefully this will give you ideas, inspire you to work
together to bring our project to reality.
We sincerely believe you can achieve anything you want provided you have
the will and determination to fullfill your dream.
As John Quincy Adams said, "If your actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more, and become more, you are a leader."
I hope this guide will inspire you to learn, inspire, do and dream! This guide
features ideas and steps you can take to turn your thoughts and ideas into
reality and help our project reach the heights that will change many many
lives.
The vision of Bitcoin Black is to give the power back to the people and create
the greatest shift of wealth in human history. In the whitepaper it states that
one of the keys to success (1.2 Keys To Success) is Foundations Set Up and
Managed Correctly.
Our goal with this guide is to assist you in being creative, help you
understand what a foundation is and help you set up and manage it
correctly so our project will be successful.
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What Is A Foundation?
Lets first start with the definition of a foundation
The basis or groundwork of anything
The act of founding, setting up, establishing, etc.
The state of being founded
Lets change this question now to “What is a Bitcoin Black Foundation?”
A Bitcoin Black Foundation is simply the act of founding, setting up,
establishing anything that will push Bitcoin Black into the future and better
the project as a whole

Why Create A Foundation
Creating a foundation has many advantages for the person creating the
foundation in addition to advantages for what the foundation represents.
Looking back on to what a foundation is, a foundation will push Bitcoin Black
into the future which will benefit the foundation in many ways. Keep in mind
every foundation will have a different purpose and end result from the
intention of the founder.
Creating a foundation and managing it correctly are Keys to Success of the
project as outlined in the whitepaper
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Foundation Distribution
Distribution is the most important part of the currency. Included in the
distribution model for Bitcoin Black includes distribution for the Foundations.

The IEO will sell 20% of all the Bitcoin Black Coins to raise money
for the IEO. These 7.2 Billion Coins sold in the IEO will be allocated
to community foundations who will help the community move
the project further into the future minus the Manipulation
Counteraction Fund of approximately 5%

These funds will go directly to multiple community foundations decided
upon by the community. These funds will be allocated after the IEO.

Requirements In
A Foundation
Website
Url
Video
Anything which will become part of the Bitcoin Black Ecosystem and
move the project forward
Keep in mind you can also create a plan and get it accepted prior to
execution of the foundation provided the community accepts it. Example:
A community member sets out a plan to create and exchange which
users can easily interchange their local fiat currencies and BCB. The idea
can be funded through the IEO.
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Foundation Examples
and Ideas
A P2P exchange which interchanges BCB with local currency
A development team working on technical innovations asisting BCB
A charity working hands on with local communities
A print and marketing team distributing materials to global Bitcoin Black
education hubs
A gaming company to create Bitcoin Black related android and IOS games
which use Bitcoin Black as the games currency.
An online store specializing in Bitcoin Black items such as t-shirts, car
stickers, cups and more which will be dropped shipped worldwide at the
lowest costs.
A company in a jurisdiction where it is possible to get a banking license
to enable card issuing which will create and issue Bitcoin Black Card.
A marketing department
A educational hub to educate new users on cryptocurrency
Online marketplace based around Bitcoin Black
A printing company to dropship marketing materials at the lowest prices
possible, car stickers, an introduction to Bitcoin Black pamphlet, your
custom QR stickers to apply to marketing material to gain app
introduction rewards and more.
A dragons den helping to fund projects which help the future of BCB
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Example of a Live
Foundation
Shiftthewealth.com is a
perfect example of a
foundation that has many
qualities that help push
Bitcoin Black into the future
in addition to:
It creates jobs for youth
It helps increase the
membership for BCB
It creates “Hot Spots” and
strategic hubs so BCB will
expand in the future

It educates the people about BCB
It educates people on how to buy BCB and hold it in the future
It helps to create Merchant Adoption

It has a plan to further expand BCB into the future.

If you like what we have done with Shift The Wealth Foundation
help our team fund future projects by purchasing some of the
BCB we have available to fund these projects. You can get
packets of 25,000 at https://bitcoinblack.site
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How To Submit A
Foundation
Once you have created a foundation or have a plan of action simply
submit the Foundation to hello@bitcoin.black. In the Subject line simply
put “Foundation Submission”
If you would like to have your foundation looked over before it is
submitted by the leaders of BCB for suggestions then send the
information to admin@bitcoinblack.blog. The content will be submitted
to the leaders of Bitcoin Black for review and a response will be sent back
to you for your review.

How To Submit
Foundation Ideas
If you have a plan for a foundation send it to hello@bitcoin.black
If you have an idea for a
foundation send it to
admin@bitcoinblack.blog
We can work together to
find someone with
qualifications to help you
turn your idea into a reality.
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How To Team Up With
Other Members
As stated above. If you have an idea
for a foundation you can reach out to
the community. The best way would
be to let the leaders know you wish to
move an idea forward and you are
seeking someone to partner up with
to see it into reality. You can email
admin@bitcoinblack.blog and put in
the subject line “looking for partner
for foundation” and we will submit the
request to the leaders to assist in
finding someone to help move your
project forward.

Advertising Your
Foundation
There are many ways to advertise your foundation. It will depend on the type
of foundation created and you will need to determine if the advertising will be
for marketing to BCB Members or the general public.
Example: The Shift The Wealth Foundation has a marketing aspect that
markets to the general public with websites. It educates the general public
how to join BCB and then how to buy in the future to hold BCB to help
increase the price so we can Shift The Wealth to many individuals that so
need the shift. Then it has a marketing aspect that markets to BCB members
to help increase their affiliate count by hiring students that so desperately
need a job. So you will need to determine your audience to market to.
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There are many sources
to advertise your
foundation including
but not limited to:

Facebook

Telegram

Instagram

Pinterest

Email

Flyers
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Conclusion
Bitcoin Black will be the greatest shift of wealth in human history. It is
important that we develop the foundations to move our project further into
the future and give the power back to the people. One of the keys to success
is to create and manage these foundations.
The Bitcoin Black project is community based. That means we have no large
corporation or the manipulation that goes on everyday in front of our eyes.
This project is run by the people for the people and the vision is to give this
power back to the people and create this great wealth shift.
This world-changing vision is a part of what Bitcoin Black is about. Many
cryptocurrencies deal with investors making money quickly and over time
but with Bitcoin Black it’s more than money-making investors, it’s about
changing the world and supporting less fortunate people that need a break
really.
It would be awesome for us to get the creativity to create foundations that
help charity, create jobs, help to push Bitcoin Black into the future to create
that shift of wealth. It is community driven so we need your help, your ideas,
your assistance in any way that you can contribute.
It is up to us, the community to push the project forward. I hope you can see
the vision of what we can do to change the world. Take a moment today and
write down ideas for a foundation and send them in, take part in a project
and turn our community vision into a reality and change so many lives.

“See you on the beaches of the world”
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